
Business model
Annual coating service contracts are available

to clients. The TiTANO® solution comes in

standard 1L containers and validated to

effectively cover 200 sqm of surface area.

Pricing is determined by surface areas to be

covered, need for pre- cleaning before coating

and access complexities (manpower, material,

transport, insurance, preliminary hygiene

assessment). 

TiTANO®

Frequently Asked
QuestionsThe TiTANO® product range are a

set of patented and anti- microbial
solutions designed to permanently
reduce bacterial, mold and germ
count on all coated surfaces.

Pricing and
rates

 Annual minimum contracts are priced at

US$2,000 per contract to cover the �rst 200

sqm. This pricing is then adjusted for every

incremental US$500 for every additional

100 sqm. 

Delivery
availability

TiTANO® is now available in the Asia

Pacic region with supported

representatives based in South

Australia. 

Delivery time is usually 1 to 2 weeks.

Usual importation declarations apply.

TiTANO® industrial suitability
Many of our existing clients in Europe are F&B outlets. However, while TiTANO® is safe to be ingested, we

highly recommend that the current TiTANO®® or TiOMOULD® formulations DO NOT come into direct

contact with food preparation surfaces or the food products themselves. We are working on a formulation

that is specically designed to be used on food preparation surfaces but that will only be ready later part of

2020. TiTANO® can be applied to tables and chairs in restaurants*, outdoor playground equipment and

can withstand weathering under tropical or climatic (with seasonal changes) conditions. TiTANO® can

also be applied to smooth surfaces, matted or rough surfaces, and ultra smooth surfaces such as glass.

We are currently working on an alternative formulation that can coat fabric. There are no speci�c surface

requirements for coating adhesion other than it needs to be clean or clear of bio�lm and underlying

acidity on the surface. We have not observed any discoloration on materials when coated under the

conditions we have described. Cleaning products has little to no effect on TiTANO®.
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One of our underlying value proposition to transport clients or
operators of public spaces is that Titano® prevents and stops surface
transmission of viral infections. These include any contact areas such
as seats, handrails and even parts of the air- conditioning system.
 
There are speci�c standards and requirements for aeronautical
spraying which includes the aircraft galley kitchen, toilets, tray tables,
window blinds and seats. Unsafe areas that should not be coated are
the avionic electrical and electronics, oxygen management systems
and the aircraft's black-box. Overhead compartments are not specically
required but can be coated as well.
 
Our current references in Germany includes fast food chain,
supermarkets, shopping mall. German public train system and medical
clean rooms. We are currently working with a Singapore based aircraft
operator for the aeronautics industry.

Equipment needed
for testing,
spraying and
application

Re-application usually occurs after 1 year and is

dependent on point of use inspection or

assessment. Additional service contracts are

also sold to clients on a need basis. Customers

are not advised to personally engage in the

spraying or coating process as the e�cacy of

the TiTANO® and TiOMOULD® and products

may vary due to mis-steps or lack of experience

in the coating process.

TiTANO® can
be used to
help prevent
transfer or
infection from
commonly
accessed
surfaces in
transport
vehicles.

Re-application
requirements

Electrostatic spray guns validated by Firma Technologies will

be used, along with additional swab test kits (prior to and

after surface cleaning and TiTANO® application) for mold

and bacteria. For viral testings we have additional partner

pathology labs around the region that will be a chargeable

service paid by clients.



How does TiTANO®
measure up to
photocatalytic
coating products?

Photocatalytic coating products tend to require UV or
sunlight to activate its abilities to kill bacteria. Such
products may not actually work to combat viruses
when intending to activate without the presence of UV
light.  
 
Additionally, such coating detonates rapidly when
cleaned with normal cleaning agents as their bond is
not strong on the surface coated. TiTANO® on the
hand works throughout without the need of sunlight
and can be clean as often as required with regular
cleaning agents. Out TiTANO® bond is based on
electrostatic charge and the proprietary nano-scopic
ridges that forms to make TiTANO® both anti-bacteria
and anti-virual.

Is it enough to only use
alcohol to disinfect and
prevent bacteria and
germs from forming?

The use of alcohol can be effective but
concentration needs to be above 70%.
However, the biggest problem with using
alcohol is that this is a cleaning step, not a
coating preventive step.

While the application of alcohol kills
bacteria when applied, almost immediately
following evaporation any new viral loaded
aerosol can cause contamination until the
next cleaning. TiTANO® has the ability to
kill continuously once the coating
application is completed.


